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Preliminary Studies on Identification of Inorganic Species in Complex Mixtures by
Electrospray Mass Spectrometry

in the Counter Ion Mode

Sahana Mollah

Major Professor: Dr. R. S. Houk

Iowa State University

Electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) has shown to be a powerful technique in

identifying inorganic complexes in solutions coupled with information obtained from

elemental analysis using ICP-MS. One major hindrance in this identification process using

direct infhsion ES-MS is matrix problem. Solutions containing >0.1 % HCl suppresses most of

the mass peaks due to alkali and alkaline earth metal chloro complexes of the forms MCIZ- and

MC13-, but does not seem to affect zinc or copper chloro complexes as much. Peaks due to

n~etal-EDTA complexes (MYX-), such as FeY-, are also affected by excess chloride ions

present in the solution. This is not the case for solutions containing excess nitrate ions; peaks

due to metal nitrate ions [M(N03)X]- can still be observed in solutions containing 1VO HN03.

In solutions containing both HCI and HN03, the formation of metal nitrate ions dominates

over the chloro complexes. In some cases, complexes containing mixture anions, of the form

[M(C1)X(N03)Y]- can be observed.

—. .— —.— . . ..—. -.. —=...-— .. ..——— ----- — . - - --
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CHAPTER 1.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Electrospray ionization has had and continues to have a profound effect on the field of

mass spectrometry. New opportunities for both applications and fi.mdarnental research have

been created due to several unique aspects of electrospray. One aspect is that electrospray has

been successful for the production of gaseous ions from highly polar and non-volatile species.

Its capability to produce a variety of ions that are otherwise difficult to obtain in the gas-phase

makes this a popular technique.

Historical Perspective

Although the electrospray phenomenon was reported three hundred years ago by Bosel, the

formation of gas phase ions from a solution in a capillary held at high voltage was first

described by Dole2 in the late 1960s. Since then, the efforts of Fenn and Yamashita3

simultaneously with Aleksandrov4 led to the development of Electrospray-Mass Spectrometry

(ES-MS).

Initially, ES-MS was primarily used for analysis of organic compounds and biomolecules,

but is now showing great potential in the studies of metal ions and inorganic species.

Colton5-8, one of the pioneers in this field, examined labile and non-labile inorganic and

organometallic complexes. Recently,” qualitative and quantitative studies of complexed and

uncompleted inorganic species are being examined by some researchers9-16 particular

Horlick, Larsen, and Corr. One of the first demonstrations of an electrochemical reaction

between an analyte and solvent by ES-MS was shown by Hop et al.17. Kinetic and

..—. . ..-... —--- . .- ,..W ----
—.

—.—— .-
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thermodynamic studies18-21 of inorganic species and metal-ligand clusters have also been

reported.

Principle of Electrospray-Mass Spectrometry

Basically, electrospray is & electrostatic spraying process where the solution flowing

through a capillary is subjected to a high potential. This causes the formation of sprayed

charged droplets (Fig. 1) whose polarity will depend on the potential applied to the capillary

tip. A positively biased capillary tip will produce positively charged droplets and vice versa

for negatively charged tip. The typical flow rates of the solution through the capillary are

usually 1-10 pL/min. A modification of the electrospray called ionspray was used by Henion

et al.22-23. Ionspray is considered to be a concentric nebulizer combined with electrospray.

One of the advantages of using ionspray is that a higher flow rate around 200pL/min can be

used.

There are three main steps to the electrospray mechanism: production of charged droplets,

shrinkage of the charged electrospray droplets, and formation of gas phase ions

Production of charged droplets:

The high voltage applied to the capillary tip, around 3-6 kV, imposes an electric field at the

tip and also in the solution of the capillary24. This imposed field causes the separation of the

positive and negative ions to eliminate the imposed field. The polarity of the charged droplet

will depend on the potential applied to the capillary tip. If a negative voltage is applied, the

negative ions will migrate to the surface or meniscus of the solution (Fig. 1). Due to the

excess charge, the meniscus elongates downfield and forms a cone shaped structure called a

“Taylor cone”. The Taylor cone is unstable and forms a weak filament with a radius of a few

/ , - ,, --------- , ,..S.n,---- -- -/ .-,m.-rr.- . . . . .-. ,7-- ..:= ,. . . . . . . ., .Z, ->-, r. . . ., -..7s7-. —— --7--
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Figure 1. Illustration of the electrospray process.

micrometers. This filament finally breaks down into smaller droplets with excess charges on

their surfaces. In the case of electrospray, droplets are formed mainly due to the voltage

applied, but for an ionspray (a pneumatically assisted ES), a nebulizer gas flowing around the

needle assist in droplet formation.

Shrinkage of charged droplets: ~”

As the droplets progress dotileld, solvent evaporation takes place leading to the

increase of the charge to volume ratio of the droplets. This process takes place

successivelyuntil it reaches the Rayleigh limit25 where the charge on the droplets becomes

.—z. ---- ..7 .. $ .,, ., —- . . . . . .r?z .. . ---- - ,.?’--- —-- .-
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sufficient enough to overcome the surface tension2G. As a result, Rayleigh fission takes place

causing the parent droplet to disintegrate into smaller daughter ions which carry typically 15°/0

charge and 2°/0 of the volume of the parent droplet. The daughter ions continue to undergo

..&yleighfission Withcontinual solvent evaporation leading to smaller and smaller droplets.

Prodnctiori of gas piurse ions: .

The mechanism by which ions transfer from the liquid phase to the gas phase is still not

filly understood but there have been two theories proposed. They are single ion droplet theory

(SIDT) and ion evaporation theory (IET). SIDT was first proposed by Dole* and more

extensively explained by Rollgen27. SIDT states that after several fission steps, extremely

small droplets containing a single ion is formed which then transfers from a liquid to a gas

“phase.- IET was first proposed by Iribarne and Thomson28, stating that there is a competition—

between Raleigh fission and evaporative emission of very small highly charged droplets. At a

certain-point-the-emission-process prevails over Raleigh fission. These highly charged

droplets could also contain charged paired electrolytes.

Instrumentation

An electrospray interface for ES-MS is shown in Figure 2. The sample flows through a

fused silica capillary, which is connected to a stainless steel capillary. This stainless steel

capillary acts as the electrospray needle. The electrospray tip is located about 3 cm away

from the interface or front plate and 112 cm to the right of the orifice. The orifice plate is

around 0.75 cm away from the intefiace plate. The orifice diameter of the sampling plate is

O.lmm. The orifice plate is used to control the solvent declustering in the jet expansion.

Nitrogen or argon gas is introduced into the region between the interface and orifice plate as

——. . ..-..---- .. .–--..—— -- .. ... . > .-..—---- ,.-— -- --
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the curtain gas. The curtain gas has two purposes29. First, it minimizes the entrance of

solvent and the other unwanted neutral molecules into the mass spectrometer. The second

reason is to provide a source of neutrals for collision induced dissociation (CID). Nitrogen is

usually the chosen curtain gas due to its low tendency of forming clusters with electrosprayed

ions. Electric discharges are also more effectively suppressed using this gas of higher

dielectric strength such as nitrogen rather than argon.

Interface Plate (IN)

I Orifice Plate (RO)

Solution Capillary

‘%3Ionization Needle

(Isv)

RF only Rods Quadruple

(OR) (RI)

~~

~~

Figure 2. Schematic of a Perkin-Elmer Sciex API 1 system.

Principles of Ion cluster Formation

For the extent of ion collisions taking place, the critical parameters are the voltages applied

to the electrospray tip, interface plate, orifice plate, RF only rods, quadruple, ion extractor

lens and the curtain gas flow rate.

—-. .,, ..---1 ,~:,~.L-j -—
.-— —
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There are essentially two modes of operation:

1)

2)

A “bare metal ion” mode where ions are stripped or declustered down to their
elemental or molecular form by increasing the potential difference between the
orifice plate rf only quadruple rods. This extensive fragmentation condition is
termed as a ‘harsh condition’.

The “ion cluster mode” where a ‘gentle condition’ is applied to obtain ion-solvent
clusters.

Mass spectra of ion clusters, partially declustered ions and bare metal ions can be obtained

by varying the potential difference (AV) between interface plate and sampling plate. A larger

potential difference offers a larger collision energy resulting in an increase in fragmentation of

the metal clusters.

During the electrospray process, two different reactions could take place. They are:

1) Ligand loss reaction

2) Charge reduction reaction

Example30:

La(OH)(HzO)2+ ~ La(OH)2+ + H20 ------- (i)

+ LaO+ + ~ ------- (ii)

+ La2+ + OH -------- (ii)

From the above scheme, step 1 shows a ligand loss reaction. In this case, the overall charge of

the metal ion cluster remains the same after losing a water ligand. Eventually, there will be a

point where the solvent is stripped down to a minimum number such that the metal centered

complex is no longer stable. At this point, charge reduction takes place which is shown in
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step 2. Single ligand loss usually gives way to charge reduction at low ligand number.

Therefore, the M2+(H20)n would eventually form MOW and H30+ at low n (H20 molecules).

Usually, the charge reduced species are formed when the ionization energy (I.E.) of a metal

ion, M“+, is larger than the ionization energy of the ligand15 . As a result, the type of ligand

used during the electrospray process would also influence the charge reduction process.

Usually, the dominant electrospray process is charge reduction to singly charged ions.

Doubly or triply charged ions, such as M2+(H20)n, can be obtained for M+ of relatively low

ionization energy. Example of this type of species are magnesium, calcium, and barium.

Changing ligands may also change the stabilization of M2+ towards charge reduction.

Replacement of H20 by dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or dimethylformamide (DMF) increases

the stabilization of M2+(L)n. In contrast, ammonia increases the tendency towards charge

reduction. Therefore, elements that produce M2+ hydrates are not observed as the amrnoniated

species.

Thesis Objectives and Organization

The emphasis of this thesis is the use of ES-MS in the negative ion mode to identifi

inorganic species in complex mixtures. There is an environmental, toxicological and

biological importance in being able to identi~ species in samples whether present in a large

quantity or in trace levels. Even if the measurements are not quantitative, a rapid qualititative

means for sample analysis would still be usefi.d. Due to electrospray’s characteristic of being

a soft ionization technique, the chemical nature of the species can be preserved. This makes

electrospray more a viable process when compared to other “harsher” techniques. Another

advantage ofelectrospray is that thk technique requires little time and volume for analysis.

,.-.. .—, -,---/...-. ,-, .- --- ...J<.W - ,-. ., ,,
, .-J .... , (’ >-.-, - ..,,. ?= . .. . ,-:, —-—x--,
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The fust part of the paper discusses the major complexes identified for metal ions present

in solutions containing excess nitrate and chloride anion. The latter part of the paper is

focused on the effect of change in pH and solution composition on the mass spectra of metal-

EDTA complexes. Chapter 3 presents a general conclusion and ideas for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON IDENTIFICATION OF INORGANIC SPECIES IN
COMPLEX MIXTURES BY ELECTROSPRAY MASS SPECTROMETRY

IN THE COUNTER ION MODE

A paper ready to be submitted to Analytical Chemistry

Sahana Mollah, Andrew Pris, Steven K. Johnson, Albin B. Gwizdala, R. S.Houk*

Ames Laboratory – U.S. Department of Ener~j Department of Chemistry, Iowa State
Universi@,Ames, L4 50011, USA

Abstract

Electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) has shown to be a powerfhl technique in identifying

inorganic complexes in solutions coupled with information obtained from elemental analysis

using ICP-MS. Solutions containing >0. 10/0HC1 suppresses most of the mass peaks due to

alkali and alkaline earth metal chloro complexes of the forms MC12- and MC13-,but does not

seem to affect zinc or copper chloro complexes as much. Peaks due to metal-EDTA

complexes (MYX-), such as FeY-, are also affected by excess chloride ions present in the

solution. This is not the case for solutions containing excess nitrate ions; peaks due to metal

nitrate ions [M(N03)X].- can still be observed in solutions containing 10/0HN03. In solutions

containing both HC1 and HN03, the formation of metal nitrate ions dominates over the chloro

complexes. In some cases, complexes containing different anions, of the form ~Cl@O&]-,

can be observed.

Corresponding author

.,. -.— ,—. , ..-, ... ,-. ,.—-- .J ..,.-,,. - ?7s0?,.- -,. “
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Introduction

In environmental and biological sciences, the toxicology of the elements is dependent on

their chemical speciation. For example, organotin compounds have a wide range of chemical

and toxicological properties. Tributyltin used as a biotin is responsible for the degradation of

. edible aquatic resources whereas triphenyhin is used as a pesticide. Therefore, one must not

only know the presence of tin but also its chemical form ador oxidation state. Identifying

the chemical forms of elements and their complexes in the presence of various anions, organic

compounds, and completing agents is important in cases such as clean-up of waste sites that

contain numerous unknown materials. Once the contents of wastes are identified, disposal

becomes less tedious. A quick qualitative analysis or survey to identify unknown samples

would be valuable.

In such cases electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) shows great promise for obtaining

such information, as the solution information tends to be preserved rather than being

destroyed. To do speciation work, some other techniques need to be coupled to a

chromatographic method. At times speciation can be done using electrospray without

resorting to chromatography24. Low collision energy is applied so that the solvent can be

eliminated, but at the same time the metal-ligand clusters can be obtained for identification.

In this work, the viability of ES-MS as a technique for such identification is demonstrated.

Also assessed is the extent to which this technique could be used for practical purposes. The

experiments performed are prelimin~ in nature and focus mainly in identi&ing inorganic

species. Although more work is being done, studies in the negative ion mode are much less

popular than those in positive ion mode. Recently, Horlick and coworkers> 5-7 have

investigated inorganic anions ranging from complexes to mixed systems. These included
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elemental, speciation and quantitation works such as determination of chromium (III) and (VI)

and quantitation of halides. Counter ion mode ES-MS was also used by Gwizdala et al.4 to

-perforrmquantitation-work-for chromium (III) and (VI) solutions. One major problem in

working in this mode is corona discharge which takes place due to electrons emerging from

the sharp edges of the electrospray capillary needle held at a high negative voltage relative to

the counter electrodes. One way to counteract this problem is to add Oz or SF6 gas, which act

9. This can also accomplished by usingas electron scavengers to suppress electric discharge

solvents containing components with higher electron affinities. Some other methods are

using a sharper capillary tipl” or a cylindrical capacitor cotilgurationl 1.

Even with this drawback, there are advantages in using negative ion mode over positive

ion mode. First, there is less background noise in negative ion spectra than in the positive ion

spectra. Second, cations, anions, and metal complexes can be identified in the same spectra.

Converting between positive and negative modes become more time consuming because one L

has to switch to negative ion mode to observe anions or negatively charged completing

agents. When trying to strip away solvent in positive ion mode, there is a large possibility to

get charge reduction. As a result, it is difficult to maintain initial charge state for M3+ or even

M2+. This can be prevented in the negative mode by stabilizing the metal ions by making

counter ions.

Experimental Section

Instrumentation

Mass spectrometry experiments were performed on a Perkin-Elmer Sciex API 1. Voltages

were optimized on a daily basis to maximize the intensity of the species of interest. All
_—.———

spectral scans were collected by adding 10 consecutive scans together at a 10 ms dwell time
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for each 0.1 amu. A syringe pump (74900 series, Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.) was used to

transport solutions from a lmL syringe (Hamilton Co.) through a 100pm id. fused silica

capillary (Polymicro Technologies Inc.) to the ion source. The sample flow rate used was

17 pL/min. Collision energy of 10-20 eV is obtained from the voltage difference between the

orifice plate and RF only rods (Fig. 1). The optimized ES-MS conditions for the experiments

are listed in Table 1. The collision energy applied determines the type of spectra obtained.

Applying a high collisional energy, also known as a “harsh condition,” causes species to be

stripped off solvent and undergo fragmentation. When a low collision energy is applied

(“gentle condition”), species retains its solvent clusters. A collision energy of

10 – 20 eV is large enough to remove most of solvated ions but stops short of causing

extensive fragmentation.

Table 1. Experimental operating conditions.

Sample flow rate

Nebulizer gas

Curtain gas

Ionization needle voltage (ISV)

Interface plate voltage (VIN)

Orifice plate voltage (VoR)

RF only quadruple voltage (VRF)

Mass analyzer quadruple vohage ~Rl)

CEM detector voltage

Operating pressure of quadruple chamber

17pL/min

Nitrogen, 40 psi

Ultra pure carrier grade nitrogen, 80 psi. 6(

-3.5 to -4.5 kV

-400 to -500 v

-130to -110 v

-120 to -1oo v

-l15to–9ov

+2.6 to 4.0 kV

3.0X10-5 torr
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Chemicals and reagents

Most metal solutions were prepared by diluting aliquots of 10OOppm aqueous ICP standard

solutions (PlasmaChem Corp.) with 50’%methanol/water solvents. Since most ICP standards

contain 1YOor 2°A HN03, nitrate free solutions were prepared by dissolving the ACS grade

salts in distilled deionized water to form stock solutions. Aliquots of the stock solution were

then diluted with a 50V0methanol/water. The required percentage of Ultrex II ultrapure HC1

(v/v) and/or Ultrex II ultra pure HN03 (v/v) was then added to the prepared metal solutions.

EDTA stock solution was prepared from ACS grade disodium ethylenediarnine tetraacetate

salt (Fisher Scientific). The methanol/water solvent mixture was prepared using HPLC grade

methanol (Fisher Scientific) and water deionized to a resistance of 18 ML2 with a Barnsted

Nanopure-11 system (Newton, MA).

A Cole-Parrner Digi-Sense (model 5985-80) pH meter was used for pH measurements.

The probe was standardized by pH 4,7 or 10 buffer solutions depending on the range

studied. The pH of the metal-EDTA solutions was adjusted by adding NH40H (Malinckrodt)

or Ultrex II ultrapure HN03 to the aqueous solvent. The concentration was then brought to

the desired level by adding methanol/water solvent to these solutions. These pH values are

only estimates as the actual pH of a solution in a mixed aqueous/organic solvent is dil%cult to

determine.

Results and Discussion

Blank spectra

Solutions containing metal ions present in HN03 and HC1 were examined in this work.

Figure 2 shows a spectrum of 1’%0HN03 present in a solution of 50% methanol/ water. The

.,, ,-.. ... ,,, .- ,,,,,,, . ..., - , .,,.. -T.?, y .. . . .... .. — - ..- ,-. . m-’-
..—. — .. -,. . ..— _

mYn
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major peaks observed were at m/z 62, 125, and 188 which corresponds to NOS-, HN03.N03-,

and (HNOS)Z.NOS-, respectively. Some other background peaks observed due to this blank

solution are at m/z 176 and 178. In the case of solutions containing HC1 (Fig.3), the major

background peaks observed were due to the chloride ion (Cl-) isotopes at m/z 35 and 37.

Background peaks can also be observed at m/z values of 196, 198, and 200. Although the

isotope pattern resembles that of an ion containing a bromide and a chloride or FeC14-, it is

-—— .not_d_ei5nitely_kno_m_wh_at.sp_e_ciesgives rise to these peaks. It is possible that the iron could

be released from the stainless steel needle and then complexes with the chloride ion present

in the solution. The peak due to nitrate ion at ndz 62 could still be observed which is due”to

rnemo-iy problem.

Alkali metals

Alkali metals would be expected to yield negative ions of the general form MX2-.

Experiments were carried out with the addition of 1% HN03 to 20 ppm of metal solutions.

The elements-examined were Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs. Mass spectra of the solutions show an

intense peak at m/z 62, which indicates the presence of nitrate ion (N03-), the prominent peak

in all cases. This is expected since N03- is the major anion in the solution. Also seen are

peaks due to H(N03)~ (m/z 125) and (HN03)nN03-. The most prominent metal species peak

observed is that of the metal nitrate ion, (M(N03)27, as shown in figures 4a-e.

In cases where l% HC1 is added to the metal solutions, an interesting trend is observed.

First of all, the peaks for chloride ion (Cl-) can be easily identified at m/z 35 and 37. A peak

,,+. - ,- . .. .. ,.,.. —— --- . :Szr,,.--- - -, .<. .~r --~. ,--— —-. --.’
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from N03- is also observed which tends to be a major memory problem. In spite of changing

and rinsing the capillary extensively with methanol, there is still a severe memory effect from

N03-. Metal nitrate peaks are seen even in the absence of nitric acid in the solution. It is

believed that this N03- memory effect comes from solid nitrates deposited on the interface

plate and orifice cone of the instrument rather than the capillary.

The mass spectrum of a solution of Cs in 1% HCI shows the presence of CSCI; (Fig.5)

and the absence of CS(N03)2-. The observed peak pattern of CSC12-matches the theoretical

isotope pattern of CSC12. As for solutions containing the metals Li, K, Na, and Rb, no chloro

complexes are detected. Instead, metal nitrate ions are found which is due to the nitrate

memory problem.

Different results are obtained when the concentration of HC1 is reduced to 0.1 or 0.01%.

Mass spectra of these solutions now show the presence of peaks due to metal-chloro

complexes (MC12-) (Fig.6). In some cases, metal complexes of the form MC1N03- can also

be detected. Nitrate already present in the instrument can cause the formation of this type of

species. Apparently, excess chloride ion in the 10/0HC1 solution suppresses the metal

chloride peaks but the peaks due to metal-nitrate species do not seem to be affected to such

an extent. The excess nitrate ions in the 10/0 HN03 solutions do not cause such a severe

matrix effect, either.

In the presence of both 1’XOHC1and HN03, the mass spectrum of 20 ppm Cs solution

shows Cs C12-,CSC1N03-, and Cs(NOj)2- (Fig.7). If the mass spectrum of Cs present in 1‘ZO

HN03 (Fig.4e) is compared to that of Cs present in HNOS and HCI (fig.7), the intensities of

Cs(N03)i in both cases are similar. The mass spectrum of the solution containing a mixture of
,

the acids shows a decrease in the intensity of CSC12-. This is because one of the Cl- ions is
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displaced by the N03- to form CSC1(N03)-. This type of mixed anion complex is not observed

for the other alkali metals in solutions of 1% HC1 and HN03, but only metal nitrates are

observed for those solutions.

In the presence of O.1’XOHC1 and 0.01% HN03, the mass spectral peaks identified for the

alkali metals were in the form”MC12-, MC1(N03)-, and M(N03)2-. With the increase of HN03

concentration from 0.0 10/0to 0.1 ‘%0,the peaks due to metal-chloride species decrease until a

point when the peaks are hardly observable (I?ig.8).

From the results obtained, it is seen that M(N03)2- form more readily than MCIZ- peaks.

Therefore, with increase of HN03 concentration, more nitrate ions are available for displacing

the chloride ions to form M(N03)2-. Chloride ions are also known to be a poor nucleophile for

cations 12.

The reason why CsCli can be observed in 1% HC1 whereas the other alkali – chloro

complexes can not be observed is not understood. Cole et al. 13 observed the abundance of

positive cluster ions increasing with increasing size of the alkali cation. The cluster ions are

less solvated which increases their abundance in the offspring droplets during the fission

process. As Cs+ is larger than the other alkali ions, CSCIZ-would be more abundant so

possibly even with Cl- suppression, the intensity of CsCl~ is high enough to be observed.

Alkaline earth metals

Mass spectra of alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba) in 1’XOHC1 and HN03 show a

similar trend as the alkali metals. The expected metal complexes to be observed are in the

form MX3-. In the presence of HN03, metal trinitrate complexes can be observed (Fig.9)

whereas in the case of O.10/0HCI, metal-chloro complexes were detected.

,,. ,T—,.- ... 1-.,.-,.-..----- -..-+.... ..- . - A ,,7..-.,... .’.-<.:.---.= .

Spectra of

.T”-
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solutions containing O.10AHCl and 0.01 YOHN03 show peaks in the forms MC13-, MC12.N03-,

M(N03)2CI- and, M(N03)3-. With increase of HN03 concentration, intensity of the peaks due

to MC13- and MC12N03- decrease while that of M(N03)2C1- and M(N03)- increase (Fig.7)

until a point where only M(N03)3- peaks are observed.

Transition metals

Zinc

Zinc contains five isotopes at masses 64(48.6%), 66(27.6%), 67(4.lYo), 68(1 8.8Yo), and

70(0.6Yo). Figure 1la shows the mass spectrum of a solution of 20ppm zinc present in

1YoHN03. The peak pattern observed at ndz 250,252,253,254, and 256 is indicative of

Zn(N03)3-. This peak pattern correlates very well with the calculated peak pattern of

Zn(N03)3- which is shown in the inset of figure 11a.

Background overlap is encountered when examining Zn solution in 1% HC1. The peaks

for ZnC13- are obtained at m/z 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, and 178 (Fig.1 lb). However,

background peaks are observed at ndz 176 and 178. As a result, the intensity at m/z 176 and

178 are higher than that expected for just the ZnC13- peaks. Therefore, there is a poor

correlation between the theoretical (present in the inset of Fig. 1lb) and experimental isotope

pattern for ZnC13-. This background overlap has been a major hindrance in identification of

species.

Similar to the cesium case, complexes containing a mixture of anions are seen for a

20ppm Zn solution in a mixture of 1% of both the acids. Peaks obtained at the mass

range of 169-181 and 250-256 are identified as that of ZnC13- and Zn(N03)3-, respectively.

Peaks at m/z 196-208 and 222-232 are that of Zn(N03)Cl~ and ZnCl(N03)z-, respectively.
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As observed in figure 12, the peaks for the mixed anion zinc complex with two nitrates have

a higher intensity than those with two chlorides. This again shows that nitrates are formed

more favorably than chlorides.

Copper

Copper acts like zinc in the sense that the metal chloride peaks are not suppressed by 1%

HCI. The major complex identified in the presence of 1% HN03 is CU(N03)3- (Figure 13a),

while in the presence of HCI, both CUC12-and CUC13-can be observed (Figure 13b). As can

be observed from figure 13a, the ratio of peak intensity between mlz 249 and251 is not what

is expected for CU(N03)3- (2:1). This is because there is also a peak formed by a cluster of

nitrate ion at m/z251 (IIN03)3.N03- along with the peak for the copper nitrate complex.

Reduction of CU(II) to CU(I) is a common phenomenon in the electrospray process for

the positive mode. However in the negative mode, if CU(II) was to reduce to CU(I) then

similar observations would have been made for other transition metals. But higher oxidation

state of other transition metal ions examined did not undergo such charge reduction.

Therefore, maybe both CU2+and Cu+ are present in the solution. Electrochemical reduction

could be another possible mechanism for formation of CU(I) species]4.

As for a solution containing 20 ppm Cu with 1% HCI and HNOS, the mass spectrum

shows a substantial decrease in intensity of the peaks due to copper chloro complexes while

the intensity of copper nitrate peaks are unchanged (Fig.14). Again, this is because the

nitrate ions displace the chloride ion to form metal nitrate ion. Therefore the intensity of the

metal nitrate ion is expected to increase. The intensity of copper nitrate ion is unchanged—.

maybe because the excess HC1 and HN03 is starting to suppress the metal nitrate peaks.

-—.—.— -.—. ......-.L:YSX=.:L . . .<. T=-w.. ... .. . _ Y==. . . . -_... =A
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From the results obtained, mass spectral peaks due to transition metal-chloro complexes

are observed to be less susceptible to matrix effect due to the presence of 10/0chloride or

nitrate ions than the alkali or alkaline earth metal-chloro species. As will be discussed later

on in the chapter, the extent to which peak intensities of complexes are suppressed by other

electrolytes varies from species to species,

Mixture of cations

As was shown, identi~ing species present in solutions containing a single cation can be

accomplished. But, real samples would consist of numerous cations, anions and completing

agents. The level of difficulty in analyzing these solutions would also be higher.

Shown in Figure 15 are mass spectra of solutions containing zinc, copper, and cesium.

From the mass spectrum, the peaks obtained at m/z 249 and251 are that of CU(N03)3-.

Peaks due to Cu(N03)i at rrdz 188 and 190 can also be observed. The peaks at m/z 250,

252,253,254, and 256 are identified as Zn(N03)3- whereas peak due to CS(N03)2- is observed

at ndz 257.

Figure 16 shows the mass spectrum of a solution of the cations in 1% HC1. Some of the

peaks due to ZnC13- overlap with those from CUC13-. The peaks for each species can be

resolved by the method of deconvolution. The first peaks for CUC13-and ZnC13- occur at m/z

168 and 169, respectively. Therefore, the intensity of the other peaks for each species can be

calculated based on the intensity of the first peak. Then the calculated intensity of the

overlapping peak for each species can be added and finally compared to the observed peaks.

Figure 17 shows the comparison between the calculated and experimental peak pattern. The

calculated and experimental peaks closely match each other except for peaks at rdz 171 and
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173. The intensity of the observed peaks are higher than the calculated values which could be

due to higher background intensity or noise at those masses. Also shown in figure 16 are

peaks observed due to CS(N03)2- and CSN03CI- which are formed due to N03- present from

earlier experiments.

Mass spectra of the cation solution containing both l%HC1 and HN03 is shown in

figurel 8. Similar to the chloro mass spectra, there are overlap of peaks between CuClzN03-

and ZnC12N03- as well as CUCl(N03)2- and ZnCl(N03)2- which can be deconvoluted and

resolved.

Identj?cation of unknown mixture

One other approach in elucidating sample components is by the usage of ES-MS in

addition with other techniques such as ICP-MS. ICP-MS would provide information

regarding the metal ions from which an idea about the metal complex present in the solution

can be obtained. From the ES-MS data, these metal complexes can then be identified.

An unknown solution, made by a group member, was analyzed by a micromass platform

ICP-MS. The major ions identified were Fe+, V+, ~, Al+, Mg’, Li+, and Lu+ (Fig. 19). From

the ES-MS data, N03- was easily identified at ndz 62. The different metal complexes

identified were Fe(N03)4-, Li(N03)3-, Mg(N03)3-, A1(N03)4-, and Y(N03)4- (Fig. 20). Also

observed were clusters of Fe(H) nitrate ion with various number of water Iigands. As

observed, the highly charged 3+ states of the Fe, Al, and Y are stabilized through

electrospray collisions by counter ions.

This approach of identifying inorganic complexes can be very advantageous. The
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ES-MS spectra of complex solutions can be very complicated and at some point impossible

to interpret. Complexes with multiple isotopes will contain numerous peaks and it would be

difficult to ascertain whether a peak is due to the complex or just the background, especially

if there is only trace level of the metal ion present. ICP-MS results would aid in identi~ing

the correct metal ions present in the solution even those present in ppb levels. The anions in

the solution can easily be identified from the ES-MS spectrum. With the information about

the metal ions, their probable oxidation states and anions present in the solution, assignment

of the peaks can be attempted by theoretically calculating the mass and isotope pattern of

complexes (if they have more than one isotope) that might give rise to such peaks.

Matrix efiect

As observed, analyte intensity in ES-MS is greatly dependent on the matrix composition

of the solution. The extent of suppression of analyte signals depends on the type and

concentration of electrolytes present in the solution. A minimum sample conductivity is

necessary for the spraying process, but the sensitivity decreases if the solution conductivity is

too high15. This is because the charged droplet emission current (ES current) is dependent on

the presence of ionized electrolytes in the solvent to be sprayed. The ES current (I) is found

to be related to the conductivity by the equation given below.

I = Ho” ------------ (i)

where H is a constant that depends on the experimental parameters such as dielectric constant

and surface tension of the solvent, flow rate, and electric field at the tip, and n is between 0.2-

0.4. Conductivity (a) of electrolytes is a fiction of concentration and identity of

electrolytes and thus is also a function of ES current.
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Also, if I(A+,@is the fraction of total current (I) due to gas phase ions generated by escape of

analyte ions from the droplet, then

I(A+,ms) = pf kA[A+] I (kA [A+] + k~~+] ) ----------- (ii)

where,

[A+] and [E+] are the respective electrolyte concentration in the droplets.

f is the fraction of droplet charge that gets converted into gas phase ions.

p is the sampling efficiency of the system.

kA and kE are rate constants expressing the rate of transfer of ions from droplets to gas phase.

When [A+] >> [E+],

The total current, which is proportional to intensity, is mainly due to [A+].

But when ~+] >>[A+],

I(ii+,ms) = Pf kA[Ai+] / kE~+] -----------------------(iii)

Thus, when the electrolyte concentration increases, the intensity of the analyte decreases.

This model proposed by Tang and Kebarle is in an agreement with that proposed by

EnkeiG. Applying a certain voltage creates droplets with a surface excess charge which are
.

then converted into gas phase ions. The difference in the concentration of the cations and

anions in the electrosprayed solution is called the concentration of excess charge ([Q]) which

has a typical value of 0.1-0.2 equiv./L (for conditions used in these experiments). The rate of

production of excess charge is dependent on both the flow rate and circuit current.

For a system,

[Q] = [A-]s + [E-]s ---------------(iv)

,?. ,., r,.., . 3--------- — -
,,.,,. ~,,:=,, ., ,>, - , ,.. =,”->, T ——.
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where,

[A-], = concentration of analyte A- on the surface of droplet.

~-], = concentration of electrolytes in the solutions.

Therefore, if [Q] remains fairly constant, increase of chloride concen&ation increases the

surface concentration of electrolyte ( [E-]~) and decreases surface concentration of the

analyte. If intensity of the analyte observed in a mass spectrum is proportional to [A-]~,then

a decrease in surface concentration of analyte would also result in a decrease of its intensity.

Effect of HC1 on metal – EDTA complexes

Apart from anions and cations, completing agents may also be present in real samples.

Being able to identi& the completing agent as well as its metal complex would be beneficial.

Knowing the extent to which these completing agents and its metal complexes are

suppressed by matrix also becomes beneficial. The effect of addition of HC1 to metal and

EDTA solutions is discussed in this section. Mass spectra of Figures 21a-c show the changes

in intensity of Fe-EDTA complex with the addition of HC1. EDTA (l&Y) and Fe are both

present in equal concentrations. The pH value of the solution is brought up to 6.5 by the

addition of N&OH. At pH 6.5, the formation constants between Fe(III) and EDTA is fairly

strong (K= 1x1 020). Therefore, it is expected for most of the Fe ions to bind to EDTA

leaving very little chance of Fe to form FeCIA-or FeC13- in the presence of HC1. Experimental

observations do show similar results “asno peaks due to FeC14- or FeC13-are observed in the

mass spectrum of Fe-EDTA solutions containing HCI. Also observed is the decrease of the

intensity of FeY- and HFeY- peaks with the increase of HC1 concentration. When 10/0HC1 is

added, FeY- and HFeY- peaks are hardly noticeable.

., ,-.,--T”7---,. -3,, 7.,,-,-,, -, . . .,, . . . > -, -m,:v-v. ,!. , ,, ..,-?7 . . . . . ., . . . . - ..1. , 7v-.w.- —— -y ——
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Similar observations are made when solutions containing Zn, Fe, and EDTA are

analyzed. The mass spectrum in Figure 22 shows a higher intensity for Fe-EDTA complex

than Zn-EDTA species because Fe-EDTA species has a higher formation constant than Zn-

EDTA. Also found was that the intensity of the FeY- peak decreases at a faster rate with

addition of HC1 than that observed for the soluticm with no Zn present (Fig. 23). This is

most probably because Zn increases the total concentration of electrolytes in the solution

resulting in a more complex solution matrix.

The mass spectrum of a solution containing Fe, EDTA and 1’XOHC1at pH 1.00 is shown

in Figure 24. At pH 1.00, most of the EDTA is present in the molecular form, H4Y and a

small fraction dissociated to H3Y- and so at m/z291 and 145 peaks due to H3Y- and H2Y2- are

observed. With less Y4-, available to find Fe ions, this increases the chance of forming FeClo-

which is indicated by the peaks observed at a n-dz range of 194-200. There is still formation

of FeY- shown by the peaks obtained at ndz 345.

Also obvious from the above results is that if the complex is already formed in the

solution, then that complex will be seen in the mass spectrum. Since Fe+3 forms a very stable

complex with Y4-in solution, it will be observed in the spectrum even at pH 1.00. Similar

result is obtained for rhenium solutions. Mass spectra of rhenium solutions in either 10/0HC1

or HN03 show major peaksatn-dz249and251 due to the perrhenate species, ReOo (Fig.25).

This supports the solution chemistry of rhenium (VII) where rhenium forms a much more

stable oxocomplex (ReOo-) rather thrin nitrates or chlorides17. The ReOx- ion does not form

counterion with N03- or Cl-, in fact, other anions suppress the sensitivity for ReOx-.

., , ----- ,.. ,“- ~ , ,--— . .,., ,.,
. _,. r___ -,
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Conclusions

The usage of ES-MS for identification of inorganic ions in solutions is demonstrated.

Preliminary studies show that ES-MS has the potential to be particularly suitable for

investigating simple solutions. If the ions can be observed, they can be identified even if

‘--quaiitificatioriii=diffictilt. Performing experiments in the counterion or negative ion mode

does provide valuable itio.rmation regarding the anions and metal species from the same

spectrum. Problems such as the complexity of spectra and matrix effect are encountered when

analyzing complex mixtures. With many unknown components, it becomes very difficult to

differentiate the unknown component peaks from the background peaks especially when the

- unknowmis-present at trace levels. Peaks due to one species can also overlap peaks of another

species when they have similar molecular weights and multiple isotopes. One approach that

could be taken to resolve the peaks is to utilize an atomic MS technique, such as ICP-MS, to

determine the metal ion present in the solution. With the identity of anions known from the

ES-MS data, assumptions can be made and the peaks identified. The method of

‘~eco–niiii.ltition cant~en-reemployed to validate the peaks.

From the results obtained, it could also be concluded that metal nitrate complexes formed

are more stable during the electrospray process than the chloro complexes. Nitrate ion was

also found to cause a severe memory problem. Although taking the instrument apart and

cleaning the orifice cone and the interface eliminates most of the nitrate ion, it becomes very

time consuming.

A complex sample mixture also causes severe suppression of the peaks of the analytes of

interest. Concentration of >0.1 YOHC1 suppresses most metal-chloro -peaks of group I and II.
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Zinc and copper chloro mass spectra peaks seem to be more tolerant of excess chloride ions in

the solution than alkali or alkaline earth metals. Peaks due to metal nitrate ions can also be

observed in the presence of 1YoHCI and HN03.
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gate valve, d) interface plate (IN), e) orifice plate (OR), f) RF only quadruple rods (RO), g)
quadruple mass analyzer (RI).
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CHAPTER 3

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Suppression of mass spectral peaks due to matrix problem is a major hurdle to overcome

during identification work. So far, preliminary studies have been done in investigating

solutions containing various percentages of nitric and hydrochloric acid. Since other anions

would also be present in real samples, also needed to be examined is how the extent of

suppression of metal complexes by Cl- compares with suppression by other anions such as

P043- or S042-. If suppression of other anions is as severe as that of the chloride ion, then it

would be virtually impossible to analyze unknown samples containing large amount of such

anions by direct infhsion electrospray mass spectrometry. It seems like a separation step is

needed to separate these matrix anions from the metal complexes prior to putting the solution

through the electrospray. However, separation of inorganic complexes can be difficult and

has not been studied thoroughly as LC separation of bioorganic compounds.

Both zinc and copper chloro complexes have been observed to be more tolerant to higher

amount of chloride ion present in a solution compared to the group I and II metal chloro

complexes. Other transition metals including the lanthanide complexes need to be examined

more intensively to see how they fare against other transition metal complexes.

So far, only preliminary work has been done in identifying inorganic species in solutions

using both ICP-MS and ES-MS. The solution contained a number of metals but only one

major anion, N03-. Therefore, complex solutions containing a number of anions and metals

can be examined to see if identification is still feasible. This identification work can be

continued on into investigating real samples.
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